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The IDES Glade 
 
Starting in mid May, our IDES group (human, GS, fairies and every consciousness that 
is supporting us) have begun creations of a special energetic space. It is a glade, or 
small meadow surrounded by trees. It is surrounded by a bubble that looks like a giant 
soap bubble. It is like a mesh that only lets in specific things and beings. Within the glen 
is the most wonderful energy. It is like being at the best pic-nic ever! The air is slightly 
warm with a soft breeze carrying the rich earthy smell and the green planty smell. 
Everybody is loving, nurturing and having a joyous time. We are connected with each 
other (without picking up anybody’s stuff) and all of nature. It's a celebration with loving 
reverence for life. This is a place you can go anytime. It is just for us and by us so it is 
perfect.  
 
You may use the Glade and its tools only while participating in IDES.  
 
One of the magical characteristics of the Glade is that you are supported in knowing 
that it is "real", even though it is "just in your imagination". And you are more able to 
allow magical manifestations on the physical dimension.  
 
We were joined by the Animal Kingdom, the Plant Kingdom and then the Mineral 
Kingdom. They are helping to improve our ability to communicate with them, to work 
harmoniously with them to manifest what we desire. 
 
Tools of the Glade: 
 
The Glade Pool - You may program it for specific things like minerals or 
masculine/feminine energy OR you may ask you own wisdom (body/soul) to program it 
with what you need without your left brain having to name it. It can be purifying, 
relaxing, energizing or whatever you need. Water is highly programmable and your 
body is mostly water, so this is an effective technique.  
 
The Oven of Grace - When there is something that you just can't change or don't know 
how to change, you put it into the Oven of Grace. I see it as a big stone oven or kiln, but 
it could be different for you and it could certainly change. If there is a situation in your 
life that is not how you would prefer, but you don't know how to change it, put it in the 
oven and ask your support team to "handle it". They have requested lately that we be 
somewhat specific. Instead of just "abundance", ask for enough money to buy a new 
computer, or pay the bills, etc. Do refrain from high detail, which can be limiting. If you 
would like a new car, go with how you would feel once you have the car, rather than 
describing the model, color, year, etc. You can check on the Oven occasionally. You will 
know when your “bread” is baked, but you might need to turn the pan or add a new 
ingredient along the way.  
 
Mirror of truth - when you look into it you see yourself without your personalities filters. I 
really loved my first experience with the Mirror of Truth. It made me cry (in a good way). 
While in front of a 3-D mirror but also in the 5-D Glade, close your eyes and when you 
open them look at the point between your eyes just for a moment then close them. 
Once you have practiced this more you may look longer and at other places, but at first 
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just go with the immediate impression, before your filters can kick in. Remember, this is 
the Mirror of Truth so all the "buts" that surface are part of the program.  
 
Mineral Library - The Mineral Kingdom offered a rock/crystal "library". There is a place 
in the Glade that has shelves of stones - not 3D, but real none-the-less. You can go and 
borrow a stone. 
They also offered a gift. When you see a stone or crystal that says "Choose me!" hold it 
in your hands and open to receive its message. (Go ahead… get stoned!) 
 
Angel Reference Book - Angels have been really active and offered a reference book to 
find the group that can best help you with whatever you desire. I see it in the Glade 
sitting on a stand. If  you are not sure who you need for my project, ask the book to 
show you and open to the "correct" page.  
 
Drama Meter - on a scale of one to ten, how much of this situation is drama?  
 
Instant In - to put yourself into the Glade quickly and in times of stress (without closing 
your eyes, breathing etc.). All you need to do is tap three times anywhere on your body. 
In your mind or out loud say, "In the Glade." with each tap. Practice to make this 
affective even in difficult (dramatic) situations. I just did this and instantly saw the Glade 
around me. Then I noticed that I was sitting in an uncomfortable way. Being in the 
frequency of the Glade helps you to know when you are doing something that is not 
best for you.  
 
Soul In - Three taps over your heart takes you out of personality and false personality to 
be in your soul and it's awareness. 
 
The Glade continues to transform. I will update you via email on any new developments. 


